Abstract
the problem of SBH sequence reconstruction with a chip C(/) to a well-known Eulerian path problem. For an alphabet E and an integer £, the de Bruijn graph Gf(E) contains |E| vertices corresponding to all (€ -l)-tuples over E. There is an edge from vertex u = (u u ..., U(_ ]) to vertex v = (v ( , v^_,) iff (« 2 Mf_i) = (v, ,v f _ 2 ). Th's edge is labeled by €-tuple (u u ...,u ( _ u v ( _ l ) .
Any path of length p in the de Bruijn graph corresponds to a sequence of length (€+/? -1) over E. On the other hand, every sequence 5 over E defines a multi-graph G s which is a subgraph of the de Bruijn graph G e (E) induced by the edges corresponding tô -tuples present in S. The multiplicity of an edge in Gs is the number of occurrences of the corresponding €-tuple in 5. Following the construction in Pevzner (1989) , the problem of sequence reconstruction is reduced to computing a Eulerian path in G s . Different DNA sequences may have the same SBH spectrum, thus making sequence reconstruction ambiguous. The resolving power R(p,C) of a sequencing chip C is defined as the probability that a random DNA sequence of length/? could be unambiguously reconstructed by the chip C. Computing the resolving power of a chip is a difficult combinatorial and probabilistic problem. Dyer et al., (1994) analyzed the resolving power of uniform chips and proved that for / = Iog 4 (p 2 /2c)", where c> 0 is a constant:
where X = 3c. Arratia et al., (1996) gave an error bound and showed that for X = (£)(1 -jXj)"" 1 ' the above formula gives a good approximation for moderately large values of / and p. However, for some SBH parameters, no analytical estimates are known yet and computer simulation is the only way to estimate and analyze such parameters. For example, in real SBH experiments, information about multiplicities of oligonucleotides in the spectrum 5 is usually lost. No theoretical estimates for SBH parameters are known in this case.
In the following section, we describe the algorithms for sequence reconstruction and visualization of multiple SBH solutions. Subsequent sections describe the DNA-SPEC-TRUM software for SBH (both for Microsoft Windows and UNIX) and the applications of DNA-SPECTRUM.
Different paths in the graph G s correspond to different sequence reconstructions. The visualization and analysis of i Oxford University Press different sequence reconstructions becomes rather complicated when the graph G s is large. Below we describe the collapsing procedure which simplifies the graph and, in many cases, allows one to visualize the graph on the computer screen. Collapsing reduces the number of vertices in G 5 but, at the same time, preserves combinatorial structure of the multiple SBH reconstructions [compare with Idury and Waterman (1995) and Myers (1995) To preserve the combinatorial structure of multiple SBH solutions, we collapse a path in G s into a single edge if this path is present in all multiple SBH reconstructions. Collapsing reduces the number of vertices and helps to fit a graph into a computer screen. The collapsing procedure is based on the repeated application of elementary operations shown in Figure 1 . The simplest collapsing procedure is shown in Figure la where two consecutive edges (with a vertex of degree 1 in the middle) are substituted by a single edge. We distinguish between weak collapsing (when only this operation is allowed) and strong collapsing (when all operations shown in Figure 1 are allowed). Note that the operation in Figurela is a particular case of the operation in Figure lb -e. To ensure that strong collapsing is done in linear time, the algorithm for strong collapsing is split into three steps: (i) elimination of vertices with in-degree or out-degree one; (ii) elimination of intermediate vertices incident to a loop; and (iii) elimination of loops incident to the initial and terminal vertices. In the collapsing procedure, the resulting edge is assigned a label read from the collapsed edges.
Drawing of the collapsed graph is a non-trivial problem since a random placement of vertices leads to poorlyorganized pictures. To draw a graph, we first draw a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of its strongly connected components (simple algorithms for DAG drawing are known). After the coordinates of the DAG vertices are found, we substitute every vertex by the set of vertices of the strongly connected component. We distinguish between two types of SBH spectra: a full spectrum when the multiplicities of oligonucleotides are known, and a simple spectrum when the multiplicities of oligonucleotides are not known. Let T be a DNA sequence with full spectrum 5^ and simple spectrum S r . For the sake of simplicity, we assume that two sequence reconstructions are equivalent if they are obtained from each other by a cyclic shift. The sequence is uniquely reconstructed by S T if for every other (non-equivalent) sequence U, S T =£ Sy. Similarly, the sequence is uniquely reconstructed by S T if for every other (non-equivalent) sequence U, S? =£ Sy. Clearly, sequence T is uniquely reconstructed by S-p iff weak collapsing of the graph leads to a single edge. Similarly, sequence T is uniquely reconstructed by S T iff strong collapsing of the graph leads to a single edge.
The organization of DNA-SPECTRUM for Microsoft Windows follows the logic of the Windows interface. A user can open windows corresponding to different features (objects) of SBH with radio buttons, combo boxes, text fields, etc., representing SBH parameters or reflecting the relationships between the objects. The relationships between the DNA-SPECTRUM objects and the DNA-SPECTRUM screen are shown in Figures 2 and 3 .
The SBH Chip object describes a chip as a set of oligonucleotides. SBH Chip includes the parameters PosError and NegError, representing false positive and false negative error rates, respectively. PosError is the probability that an oligonucleotide is not present in the DNA fragment, but is present in the spectrum. NegError is the probability that an oligonucleotide is present in the DNA fragment, but is not present in the spectrum.
The DNA Sequence object is represented by a string of letters in the {a, t, g, c} alphabet. The string can be updated by direct editing or by the DNA Sequence Generator object.
The DNA Spectrum object represents the SBH spectrum which can be viewed either as a list of oligonucleotides or as a subgraph of the de Bruijn graph. A list of oligonucleotides can be updated (by deleting/adding oligonucleotides) or initialized by a DNA Sequence.
The DNA Sequence Generator object can be used to produce data for DNA Sequence or to supply DNA sequences for SBH Statistics. The DNA Sequence Generator object includes the length of the DNA sequence, a matrix for DNA sequence generation and a trigger with two states: Independent and Markov. In the Independent state, the nucleotide sequence is generated according to a given nucleotide frequency distribution. In the Markov state, the sequence is generated by a Markov chain described by a transition matrix.
The SBH Statistics object conducts SBH experiments and analyzes the efficiency of SBH chips. SBH Statistics is described by an SBH Chip, a DNA Sequence Generator, an algorithm for sequence reconstruction, and the number of simulations to be done. SBH Statistics generates a series of SBH experiments and computes different SBH parameters.
The UNIX part of the DNA-SPECTRUM includes the programs for construction/modification of customized chips and for sequence reconstruction with customized chips. The program chipgen generates arbitrary DNA chips. The program chipcomb combines and modifies the chips. The program seqgen generates nucleotide sequences with respect to given parameters. The program seqrec reconstructs the target DNA sequence.
We illustrate the use of the DNA-SPECTRUM software by computing the resolving power (Figure 4 ) and the expected length of the longest uniquely reconstructed fragment ( Figure 5 ) for uniform chips in both full and simple spectrum models. The analysis of plots in Figure. 5 allows one to estimate the optimal length of DNA fragments to be used in SBH experiments; for example, the maximal expected length of the longest uniquely reconstructed fragment is 247 for C(8) and is achieved in SBH experiments with a DNA fragment of size 350 (full spectrum case). Figure 6 presents the graph of the parameter resolving power x DNA length which can also be used for optimization of parameters of SBH experiments. The optimal value of this parameter is 207 for C(8) chips and is achieved in experiments with a DNA fragment of length 250 (full spectrum case). Figure 7 shows the expected length of the longest uniquely reconstructed fragment for uniform chips in simple spectrum models in the presence of 1% falsenegative and 1 % false-positive error rates. Figure 8 compares the theoretical estimates of the resolving power (Arratia et al., 1996) with the results of DNA-SPECTRUM simulations. For C(8) DNA chips, the difference between the simulations and the theoretical estimate was below 4%. Finally, Figures 9 and 10 present the results of DNA-SPECTRUM for DNA sequences with nucleotide frequencies biased as in Mycoplasma capricolum's genome. The resolving power and the length of the maximal uniquely reconstructed fragment are reduced by a factor of 2 as compared to the i.i.d. case.
